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        At present, the biodegradable and renewable-derived polymers are catching more 
and more attention due to the driving forces of the environmental issues and the better 
consumer awareness. Such biodegradable polymers, poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is one of the 
most explored polymer derived from renewable resources. Its mechanical properties is 
comparable to petroleum-based polymer like poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET). However, 
PLA is brittle, possesses low heat deflection temperature and has relatively high prices. 
Depending on the balance between the final properties of PLA and the cost reduction of 
materials required, PLA can be blended with the biodegradable materials. Thermoplastic 
starch is one of the popular choices being used as a second phase to improve the brittleness 
of PLA. Other important polymer of the same class being used in the blend is soy protein is 
one of the choices being abundant in nature. In this research, the tertiary blends of poly (lactic 
acid) (PLA), thermoplastic starch (TPS) and soy protein concentrate (SPC) were studied. The 
ratios of PLA/TPS and PLA/SPC were kept constant at 70/30 by weight and the tertiary blend 
ratio of PLA/TPS/SPC was fixed at 70/21/9 by weight. The effect of maleic anhydride (MA) 
and peroxide (L101) content on properties of polymer blends were investigated. The SEM 
micrographs of physical blend PLA/TPS revealed fine dispersed phase morphology whereas 
PLA/SPC and PLA/TPS/SPC showed coarse dispersed phase morphology and poor 
interfacial adhesion between SPC and PLA matrices cause  SPC cannot fully dissolve in 
glycerol plasticizer and remained as particles in the PLA matrices. In case of the reactive 
blend of PLA/TPS/SPC, the SEM micrographs indicated the improved interfacial interaction 
between SPC and polymer matrices. The tensile modulus and tensile strength of 
PLA/TPS/SPC was improved for the reason of reinforce by SPC. In reactive blend of 
PLA/TPS/SPC, the tensile modulus and tensile strength increased due to better phase 
interfacial adhesion. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) revealed the blends had slightly 
lower glass transition temperature (Tg), crystallization temperature (Tc) and melting 
temperature (Tm) than neat PLA due to increased chain mobility of the molecule and SPC 
induced and accelerated the crystallization of PLA in the blends. The FT-IR spectrum showed 
small peak of anhydride group that suggested MA might be formed interaction with TPS and 
SPC therefore increased compatibility between phased resulted in improved mechanical 
properties.   
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